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SOME q-SERIES IDENTITIES EXTENDING WORK OF ANDREWS,
CRIPPA, AND SIMON ON SUMS OF DIVISORS FUNCTIONS
KATHRIN BRINGMANN AND CHRIS JENNINGS-SHAFFER
Abstract. In this article we extend a theorem of Andrews, Crippa, and Simon on the
asymptotic behavior of polynomials defined by a general class of recursive equations. Here
the polynomials are in the variable q, and the recursive definition at step n introduces a
polynomial in n. Our extension replaces the polynomial in n with either an exponential or
periodic function of n.
1. Introduction and statement of results
In 1993, Collenberg, Crippa, and Simon [3] found that the expected value and variance of
a certain random variable on acyclic digraphs can be expressed in terms of the generating
functions of the number of divisors of an integer and the sum of divisors of an integer,
respectively. Specifically, the probability space is the collection of acyclic digraphs with
vertices 1, 2, . . . , k (for fixed k) and the probability that a directed edge exists between any
two vertices i and j, with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, is uniformly 1− q (for fixed q with 0 < q < 1). For
each fixed k, the random variable γ∗k is defined as the number of vertices reachable from the
vertex 1. Among their results are the identities
lim
k→∞
(k −E(γ∗k)) =
∑
n≥1
∑
d|n
qn, lim
k→∞
Var(γ∗k) =
∑
n≥1
∑
d|n
dqn.
Shortly after, Andrews, Crippa, and Simon [2] found that the relevant proofs, which are
based on the limiting behavior of certain recursively defined polynomials, could be recast
and directly handled with q-series techniques. Along with a number of identities for q-
hypergeometric series related to various sums of powers of divisors functions, their work also
gave the limiting behavior of a large family of polynomials. To state their result, we use the
standard notation, for n ∈ N0 ∪ {∞},
(a; q)n :=
n−1∏
j=0
(
1− aqj
)
.
and for k ∈ N we let Sk(q) denote the generating functions for the sum of powers of divisors
functions
Sk(q) :=
∑
n≥1
σk(n)q
n, where σk(n) :=
∑
d|n
dk.
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The following is a slightly reworded statement of Theorem 3.1 of [2].
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that f(n) :=
∑
k≥0 ckn
k is a polynomial in n. Let an(q) be the
polynomials in q defined recursively by
an(q) = f(n) +
(
1− qn−1
)
an−1(q) for n ∈ N, a0(q) = 0.
Then
lim
n→∞
( ∑
1≤ℓ≤n
f(ℓ)− an(q)
)
=
∑
j≥1
hj
∑
n≥1
(−1)n−1q
n(n+1)
2
(1− qn)j(q; q)n
,
with
h1 = c0, hj =
∑
ℓ≥j−1
(−1)ℓ−j−1
(
ℓ− 1
j − 2
)
ℓ!
∑
k≥ℓ
ckS(k, ℓ),
where S(k, ℓ) are the Stirling numbers of the second kind. In particular, if the ck are rational,
then so are the hj. Furthermore, each∑
n≥1
(−1)n−1q
n(n+1)
2
(1− qn)j(q; q)n
can be written as polynomial in S0(q), S1(q), . . . , Sj(q) with rational coefficients.
At the end of their article, Andrews, Crippa, and Simon posed the question of determining
a similar result when f(n) is replaced by a periodic function, and gave the following identity
(without proof). If f(n) = (−1)n, then
lim
n→∞
( ∑
1≤ℓ≤n
f(ℓ)− an(q)
)
=
∑
j≥1
(−1)jqj
2
.
We give two extensions of Theorem 1.1. The first is when f(n) = bn and the second is when
f(n) is periodic. Of course, the two overlap when b is a root of unity, such as in the example
above. Our first theorem for f(n) = bn is as follows.
Theorem 1.2. Suppose that b ∈ C \ {1}, and an(q) is the sequence of polynomials in q
defined recursively by
an(q) = b
n +
(
1− qn−1
)
an−1(q) for n ∈ N, a0(q) = 0.
Then, for |q| < min(|b|−1, 1), we have
lim
n→∞
( ∑
1≤ℓ≤n
bℓ − an(q)
)
= lim
n→∞
(
b− bn+1
1− b
− an(q)
)
=
b
1− b
−
b(q; q)∞
(b; q)∞
.
Remark. We note that the case b = 1 of Theorem 1.2 is covered by Theorem 1.1. In particular,
when b = 1,
lim
n→∞
(n− an(q)) = S0(q),
and in fact Collenberg, Crippa, and Simon [3, equation (8)] observed that ak(q) = E(γ
∗
k).
The following theorem gives the extension for when f(n) is periodic.
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Theorem 1.3. Suppose f(n) is a periodic sequence with period N and an(q) is the sequence
of polynomials in q defined recursively by
an(q) = f(n) +
(
1− qn−1
)
an−1(q) for n ∈ N, a0(q) = 0.
Setting
ck :=
1
N
∑
1≤j≤N
f(j)ζ
(1−j)k
N ,
we obtain for |q| < 1,
lim
n→∞
( ∑
1≤ℓ≤n
f(ℓ)− an(q)
)
= c0S0(q)− (q; q)∞
∑
1≤k≤N−1
ck
(ζkN ; q)∞
+
∑
1≤k≤N−1
ck
1− ζkN
.
Since Theorem 1.3 does not explicitly demonstrate that the coefficients of the resulting
series are elements of f(1)Z+ f(2)Z+ · · ·+ f(N)Z, we give the following corollary.
Corollary 1.4. Suppose that f(n) is a periodic sequence with period N and an(q) is the
sequence of polynomials in q defined recursively by
an(q) = f(n) +
(
1− qn−1
)
an−1(q) for n ∈ N, a0(q) = 0.
Then for |q| < 1,
lim
n→∞
( ∑
1≤ℓ≤n
f(ℓ)− an(q)
)
= (q; q)∞
∑
n≥0
qn
(q; q)n
∑
1≤j≤N
f(j)
⌈
n+ 1− j
N
⌉
.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give the additional relevant
notation, definitions, and preliminary identities. In Section 3, we prove our two general-
izations of Theorem 1.1, which are Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 and Corollary 1.4. In Section 4,
we compute two examples, which are given as Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2, one of which is the
identity stated above for f(n) = (−1)n.
2. Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some basic facts about q-series, which are required for this paper.
The following is Euler’s identity (see [4], equation (II. 1)).
Lemma 2.1. We have for |x| < 1∑
n≥0
xn
(q; q)n
=
1
(x; q)∞
.
We require the following representations of S0(q) as q-hypergeometric series (see [6]).
Lemma 2.2. We have
S0(q) = (q; q)∞
∑
n≥0
nqn
(q; q)n
=
∑
n≥1
(−1)n+1q
n(n+1)
2
(1− qn) (q; q)n
.
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We also use the following limiting case of the q-Gauss summation [4, equation (II.8)],
where
2φ1 (a, b; c; q, x) :=
∑
n≥0
(a; q)n(b; q)n
(q; q)n(c; q)n
xn.
Lemma 2.3. We have
lim
a→∞
2φ1
(
a, b; c; q,
c
ab
)
=
(
c
b
; q
)
∞
(c; q)∞
.
For our two examples (Corollaries 4.1 and 4.2), we use without mention the following
well-known product expansions, e.g. see [1, Corollary 2.10],
(q; q)∞
(−q; q)∞
=
∑
n∈Z
(−1)nqn
2
,
(q2; q2)∞
(q; q2)∞
=
∑
n≥1
q
n(n+1)
2 .
We also make use of a result that is sometimes referred to as Appell’s Comparison Theorem,
which is common when dealing with limiting cases of functional equations and recurrences.
The following statement is a slight extension of Theorem 8.2 in [5] to allow for complex
coefficients.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that F (x) =
∑
n≥0 αnx
n is a power series and α∞ := limn→∞ αn
exists. Then
lim
x→1−
(1− x)F (x) = α∞.
We finish this section with an elementary sums of roots of unity identity.
Lemma 2.5. We have, for j ∈ Z,
∑
1≤k≤N−1
ζ
jk
N
1− ζkN
=
N − 1
2
+ j −
⌈
j
N
⌉
N,
where ζN := e
2pii
N .
Proof. By periodicity of both sides, we may assume that −N + 1 ≤ j ≤ 0. We note that
NxN+j−1
xN − 1
=
N∑
k=1
ζ
jk
N
x− ζkN
. (2.1)
This identity can be shown by proving that both sides have the same principal parts and
both vanish as x→∞, thus they must then be equal.
Taking the limit x→ 1 in (2.1) then gives the claim. 
3. Proofs of main theorems
In this section we give the proofs of our theorems and corollaries, beginning with Theorem
1.2.
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. For n ≥ 1, it is not hard to see that
an(q) = (q; q)n−1
∑
0≤j≤n−1
bj+1
(q; q)j
. (3.1)
In order to apply Proposition 2.4, we next prove that lim
n→∞
( b−b
n+1
1−b
− an(q)) exists. From
(3.1), we find that
|an(q)| ≤
∑
0≤j≤n−1
|b|j+1
(
−|q|j+1; |q|
)
n−j−1
≤ (−|q|; |q|)∞
∑
0≤j≤n−1
|b|j+1
=


n(−|q|; |q|)∞ if |b| = 1,
(−|q|; |q|)∞
|b|(1− |b|n)
1− |b|
if |b| 6= 1.
(3.2)
This implies that the series
A(x; q) :=
∑
n≥0
an(q)x
n,
is absolutely convergent for |x| < min(|b|−1, 1).
We set
B(x; q) :=
∑
n∈Z
βn(q)x
n,
where
βn(q) := 0 for n ≤ 0, βn(q) :=
b− bn+1
1− b
− an(q) for n ≥ 1.
From the recursion for an(q), we have that
βn(q) = βn−1(q) + q
n−1an−1(q).
This yields that
|βn+m(q)− βn(q)| ≤
∑
n≤j≤n+m−1
|βj+1(q)− βj(q)| =
∑
n≤j≤n+m−1
∣∣aj(q)qj∣∣ . (3.3)
This is the tail of a convergent series since A is absolutely convergent, and thus the βn(q)
form a Cauchy sequence. As such, lim
n→∞
( b−b
n+1
1−b
− an(q)) exists.
To prove the claimed identity in the theorem, we note that βn(q)− βn−1(q) = q
n−1an−1(q)
is valid for n = 1. Thus we find that
(1− x)B(x; q) = xA(xq; q).
Proposition 2.4 then yields that
lim
n→∞
(
b− bn+1
1− b
− an(q)
)
= lim
x→1−
(1− x)B(x; q) = A(q; q). (3.4)
To finish the proof, we set
F (x) :=
∑
n≥1
bnxn.
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For |q| < |b|−1 and m ∈ N we have that, using the geometric series,
F (qm) =
bqm
1− bqm
. (3.5)
Using the recurrence for an(q), we find that
A(x; q) =
F (x)
1− x
−
x
1− x
A(xq; q). (3.6)
Iterating (3.6) with x 7→ xq yields
A(x; q) =
∑
n≥0
(−1)nF (xqn)q
n(n−1)
2 xn
(x; q)n+1
.
In particular, we obtain, using (3.5) and Lemma 2.3,
A(q; q) = −b
∑
n≥1
(−1)nq
n(n+1)
2
(1− bqn)(q; q)n
=
b
1− b
(
1− lim
a→∞
2φ1
(
a, b; bq; q,
q
a
))
=
b
1− b
−
b(q; q)∞
(b; q)∞
.
With (3.4), this finishes the proof. Compared with the proof of Theorem 3.1 from [2], our
proof makes use of the same relation between A(x; q) and F (x). However, it uses Proposition
2.4 and relies on different techniques to evaluate A(q; q). 
The proof of Theorem 1.3 mimics that of Theorem 1.2, up to the calculation of A(q; q).
The details are given below.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2, we obtain for n ≥ 1
an(q) = (q; q)n−1
∑
0≤j≤n−1
f(j + 1)
(q; q)j
. (3.7)
Again the proof uses Proposition 2.4 applied to the series
B(x; q) :=
∑
n≥0
βn(q)x
n,
where
βn(q) := 0 for n ≤ 0, βn(q) :=
∑
1≤ℓ≤n
f(ℓ)− an(q) for n ≥ 1.
From (3.7), we find that, exactly as for the proof of (3.2),
|an(q)| ≤ n(−|q|; |q|)∞ max
1≤j≤N
|f(j)|.
As such, the series
A(x; q) :=
∑
n≥0
an(q)x
n,
is absolutely convergent for |x| < 1. As above, we may show that for n ≥ 1, βn+1(q)−βn(q) =
qnan(q). Proceeding as in (3.3) yields that lim
n→∞
(∑
1≤ℓ≤n f(ℓ)− an(q)
)
exists.
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Again we find that by Proposition 2.4 that
lim
n→∞
( ∑
1≤ℓ≤n
f(ℓ)− an(q)
)
= lim
x→1−
(1− x)B(x; q) = A(q; q).
To compute A(q; q), we set
F (x) :=
∑
n≥1
f(n)xn,
to obtain
A(q; q) =
∑
n≥0
(−1)nF (qn+1) q
n(n+1)
2
(q; q)n+1
.
The calculations now differ from that of the proof of Theorem 1.2. Since
∑
0≤k≤N−1
ζ
(n−j)k
N =
{
N if n ≡ j (modN) ,
0 otherwise,
we have
f(n) =
∑
1≤j≤N
f(j)
N
∑
0≤k≤N−1
ζ
(n−j)k
N . (3.8)
Thus, for |x| < 1, we obtain
F (x) =
∑
0≤k≤N−1
ckx
1− ζkNx
.
To complete the proof, we compute, summing the 2φ1 terms with Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3
A(q; q) = −c0
∑
n≥1
(−1)nq
n(n+1)
2
(1− qn)(q; q)n
−
∑
1≤k≤N−1
ck
∑
n≥1
(−1)nq
n(n+1)
2
(1− ζkNq
n)(q; q)n
= c0S0(q) +
∑
1≤k≤N−1
ck
1− ζkN
− (q; q)∞
∑
1≤k≤N−1
ck
(ζkN ; q)∞
.

With the proof of Theorem 1.3 finished, we can now easily prove Corollary 1.4.
Proof of Corollary 1.4. To prove the statement of the corollary, we rewrite the terms in
Theorem 1.3. Firstly, Lemma 2.5 gives that∑
1≤k≤N−1
ck
1− ζkN
=
1
N
∑
1≤j≤N
f(j)
(
N + 1
2
− j
)
.
Similarly, we obtain, using Lemma 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 2.5,
∑
1≤k≤N−1
ck
(ζkN ; q)∞
=
1
N(q; q)∞
∑
1≤j≤N
f(j)
(
N + 1
2
− j
)
+
S0(q)
N(q; q)∞
∑
1≤j≤N
f(j)
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−
∑
n≥0
qn
(q; q)n
∑
1≤j≤N
f(j)
⌈
n+ 1− j
N
⌉
.
Plugging these values into the statement of Theorem 1.3 yields the claim. 
4. Two Examples
Choosing f(n) = (−1)n, Theorem 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 directly imply the following.
Corollary 4.1. Suppose that an(q) is defined recursively by an(q) = (−1)
n+(1−qn−1)an−1(q)
for n ∈ N and a0(q) = 0. Then we have
lim
n→∞
( ∑
1≤ℓ≤n
(−1)ℓ − an(q)
)
= −
1
2
−
(q; q)∞
2(−q; q)∞
=
∑
n≥1
(−1)nqn
2
= −(q; q)∞
∑
n≥0
q2n+1
(q; q)2n+1
.
Furthermore, letting q 7→ q2 and setting b = q in Theorem 1.2 gives the following related
identity.
Corollary 4.2. Suppose that an(q
2) is defined recursively by an(q
2) = qn+(1−q2n−2)an−1(q
2)
for n ∈ N and a0(q
2) = 0. Then we have
q−1 lim
n→∞
an
(
q2
)
=
(q2; q2)∞
(q; q2)∞
=
∑
n≥0
q
n(n+1)
2 .
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